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The Belgian part of the North Sea (BPNS): 
planning facts



Location of the BPNS

Map sources:

- GAUFRE: Maes, F., Schrijvers, J., 
Van Lancker, V., Verfaillie, E., Degraer, S., 
Derous, S., De Wachter, B., Volckaert, A., 
Vanhulle, A., Vandenabeele, P., Cliquet, A.,
Douvere, F., Lambrecht, J. & Makgill, R., 
Towards a spatial structure plan for the 
sustainable management of the sea. 
BELSPO-SPSD II,  June 2005, 539. 
Short reference: Maes, F. et al (2005)

- A Flood of Space. Towards a spatial 
structure plan for the sustainable management 
of the North Sea, Belgian Science Policy, 
2005, 204. Reference: Maes, F., Schrijvers, 
J. & Vanhulle, A. (2005).  



Why spatial planning? 
- Bring order in chaos
- Visualize information
- As management tool
- Facilitate public participation



Increasing spatial claims



From monitoring to GI visualization
and interpretation: 

a huge step ?



Macrobenthic communities (Degraer et al., 2003)
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Biological data: from monitoring to …



Red-throated diver (left) and great crested grebe (right) in winter

GIS maps and  ...            spatial structure maps

Distribution of four soft-sediment macrobenthic  
communities



Sand grain size: from monitoring to …
GIS maps and  ...  spatial structure maps 

… to concession zones





Scenarios & visions for planning 
with data gaps



Planning drivers &
core values of sustainable management



Core values of sustainable management:
Well-being 
Economic 

Ecological/landscape



FOR EACH SCENARIO:
>>> IDENTIFY A VISION AND 
POINTS OF DEPARTURE BASED ON 
CORE VALUES

>>> TRANSLATE VISION IN A 
SLOGAN, A MOTTO

RICH SEA

>>> STRESSES ECONOMIC 
POTENTIAL (EP), ECOLOGY  AND 
LANDSCAPE ARE LESS IMPORTANT 
(E/L), WELL-BEING IS IN BETWEEN 
(V or W/B)

Developing scenarios





Translating scenarios in spatial
structure plans



The relaxed sea



The relaxed sea



The playful sea



The playful sea



The natural sea



The natural sea



The mobile sea



The mobile sea



The rich sea



The rich sea



The sailing sea



The sailing sea



Conclusion

Marine spatial planning should be fully 
based on all available information and 
guided by sustainable management, that 
can be translated for the public into more 
easily understandable core values. 

We have opted for the value of well being, 
ecological and landscape value, and 
economic value. 

On the basis of these core values, six 
scenarios have been developed to discuss 
the future spatial planning of the BPNS. 



Conclusion

These scenarios have been translated into 
separate structure maps to visualize their 
management options. 

Structure maps make it easier to facilitate 
discussion and public participation on 
marine spatial planning, including the 
designation of certain areas to certain 
activities or the exclusion of activities in 
certain areas. 



Conclusion

Spatial planning, the supporting scenarios 
and visions to it, do not intend to replace 
scientific data. A spatial planning process 
uses all existing scientific data available 
and complements the lack of scientific 
data, but also reveals data gaps. 


